IntelliJ IDEA 15 143.870.1 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-147151 (Usability
Problem)

IDE GUI reports expiration date even if the build is under fallback license

IDEA-144224 (Usability
Problem)

Yellow 'Find in file' highlighting is not readable when the same line is on the breakpoint.

IDEA-148075 (Usability
Problem)

Situation with incompatible custom plugins could be treated more user-friendly

IDEA-147718 (Bug)

Plugins are reported as incpmpatible and require update endlessly - to the same version

IDEA-145488 (Bug)

IntelliJ can't find license server anymore

Android
IDEA-147733 (Bug)

Android: IDEA freezes when running android application

IDEA-147653 (Bug)

Gradle JVM resets to 1.7 when making project, ignoring my setting.

IDEA-144294 (Bug)

Android: IDEA_HOME\jre\bin\java.exe is used on Windows on new project creation and on Gradle
synchronization triggered from editor

Code Analysis.
Dependencies
IDEA-147531 (Bug)

The icons in the upper right panel of dependency viewer behave very strange

IDEA-147449 (Bug)

Dependency Viewer does not aggregate correctly

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-143902 (Bug)

Analyze: Inspect Code hangs

IDEA-147534 (Bug)

Inspection "@NotNull/@Nullable problems" - "Require @NotNull fileds to be initialized explicitly",
does not trigger when using @NonnullByDefault

Code Coverage
IDEA-147673 (Bug)

Run with coverage fails on v15 with JaCoCo selected

Code Navigation
IDEA-147691 (Bug)

"Go to Implementations" doesn't show implementations in other modules

IDEA-147828 (Bug)

"Go to Implementations" is unable to find implementation as method reference

DB.Console
DBE-1731 (Bug)

Exception when executing SQL from backup file with big inserts (more than 1 MB)

DB.Refactoring
DBE-1852 (Bug)

"Create New Table" dialog: foreign key name is ignored

Data.Viewer
DBE-1656 (Bug)

Database update reverts

Database
IDEA-147369 (Bug)

Looking for datasources takes forever

Diff_Merge
IDEA-147533 (Usability
Problem)

Behavior of Next Difference action in three-way merge window regressed from version 14.x

IDEA-140545 (Bug)

Escape closes the diff window

Eclipse
Integration
IDEA-147857 (Bug)

Eclipse Integration rewrites faulty .classpath files

Editor. Editing
Text
IDEA-146507 (Bug)

Emacs Tab fails to indent highlighted text

Editor. Intention
Actions
IDEA-146645 (Usability
Problem)

"Add method contract" and the like intentions available everywhere should be made low priority

File System
IDEA-147814 (Bug)

IntelliJ keep jar file opened even after closing the project window

Find, Replace,
Find Usages
IDEA-147773 (Bug)

New instance creation usage does not detect constructor reference (SomeClass::new)

Grails
IDEA-147744 (Bug)

toString() missing from generate menu in Grails domain classes

Java. Code
Completion
IDEA-147762 (Bug)

code completion doesn't show JPA '@Id' import

IDEA-147454 (Bug)

Smart completion add parentheses to class declaration in throws statement

Java. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-146604 (Bug)

Valid code highlighted as error (Enum::compareTo)

IDEA-147881 (Bug)

Type inference in ternary operator inside arrayconstructor

IDEA-134944 (Bug)

Good Code Red: casting to Class<T[]> from Class<? extends Object>

IDEA-147873 (Bug)

Good code marked red with lambdas/method references

IDEA-147979 (Bug)

META-INF Premain-Class / Agent-Class wrong type

IDEA-143194 (Bug)

Editor show errors on usage of generic method with 'extends' and "exact subclasses" and no
explicit typing

IDEA-147399 (Bug)

Incorrect "wrong argument type" error for lambda

IDEA-147393 (Bug)

Good code is red

IDEA-147639 (Bug)

IDE shows compilation error which is not shown by javac

IDEA-147223 (Bug)

Code inspection is broken in some special cases.

IDEA-145244 (Bug)

Incorrect error

IDEA-147529 (Bug)

Method reference appears as an error

IDEA-147619 (Bug)

Type inference issues with lamdas and type parameters in Java8

IDEA-147745 (Bug)

"Static import method" intention chooses overloads randomly

Java. Intention
Actions
IDEA-147566 (Bug)

Idea adds unnecessary cast when introduces local variable of type with self-referencing parameter

Java. Refactoring
IDEA-147539 (Bug)

Move Static Members refactor breaks switch statements

IDEA-147535 (Bug)

refactor deleting a method argument retains javadocs of deleted argument

IDEA-147503 (Bug)

Extract variable is paranoid when it comes to array indices

Java.Inspections
IDEA-134970 (Bug)

Inspection settings panel does not load

IDEA-135101 (Bug)

False positive of "Empty class"

IDEA-145738 (Bug)

Inspection Redundant field initialization removes constant

IDEA-145956 (Bug)

Unnecessary unary minus gives false positive on string appending

JavaEE.JBoss
IDEA-142575 (Bug)

WildFly: runtime-name should respect dots in artifact name

JavaScript.
Frameworks
WEB-18931 (Bug)

Yeoman project can not be created on a mounted drive

OSGi
IDEA-147390 (Bug)

Analyzer Plugin failed

IDEA-147261 (Bug)

Compilation fails on OSGi modules when Maven plugin is disabled

Packaging and
Installation
IDEA-130951 (Bug)

IDEA doesn't apply updates when running with the "nosplash" argument.

Refactoring
IDEA-147589 (Bug)

SQL

failed refactoring prevents further refactoring

IDEA-147384 (Bug)

SQL: Sybase dialect does not understand *= for left outer join

SQL.Highlighting
DBE-1864 (Bug)

User SQL parameter %var and &var doesn't work

DBE-1854 (Bug)

Autocomplete works when editing SQL query, however fails after same query is "run in console"

DBE-1859 (Bug)

ORACLE Ошибка при парсинге пакета.

Template
Languages.
Velocity
IDEA-147902 (Bug)

IDEA's bad case of velocity syntax highlight

TypeScript
WEB-18345 (Feature)

tsconfig.json changes not recoginized in real-time

WEB-18643 (Bug)

False positive error with type cast in TypeScript, 'new' and untyped 'var'

WEB-18888 (Bug)

Typescript generics in constructor-function of Angular's $q-service doesn't work

WEB-19000 (Bug)

TypeScript: Default initializers on required parameters

Unit Testing.
JUnit
IDEA-147768 (Bug)

Failed tests are not shown in test runner

IDEA-146404 (Bug)

Repaired after crash: PersistentEnumerator storage corrupted

Unit Testing.
TestNG
IDEA-147403 (Bug)

Running a set of tests jumps to/brings to the foreground the testsuite.xml file (TestNG)

IDEA-147573 (Bug)

TestNG DTD is outdated.

IDEA-147591 (Bug)

TestNG dependsOnMethods resolution broken in Groovy

Unit Tests
WEB-19011 (Bug)

Mocha: "File pattern" option should be handled as multiple cli arguments

User Interface
IDEA-147711 (Bug)

Labels in the JUnit Test Discovery run/debug configuration are truncated

IDEA-143450 (Bug)

HiDPI on Win7: IDEA splash screen is truncated with text size set to larger (150%)

IDEA-144730 (Bug)

HiDPI broken in 142.4491

IDEA-146637 (Bug)

Border is off on the tool window's title

Version Control
IDEA-147655 (Usability
Problem)

revert button at top level now reverts ALL files without warning Pycharm 5

IDEA-90988 (Usability
Problem)

"Delete local copies of added files" is not available if revert action is called from existing files

Version Control.
Log
IDEA-137016 (Usability
Problem)

VCS Log: Go to Hash/Branch/Tag action works confusingly together with filter by repository, when
there are different refs with the same name in different roots

IDEA-147797 (Bug)

Branch popup menu appears only after commit details are loaded.

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEA-147943 (Bug)

Perforce Jobs does not function

IDEA-146139 (Bug)

Perforce annotations have some random gaps in them

